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Tips for Successful PPM System Deployments

by Pamela Soin and Kasey Durbin

Need Some Tips On A Successful PPM System Deployment?

Top professionals with deep expertise into product and portfolio management gathered on Twitter to add their expertise to the conversation including: Pamela Soin, senior manager and portfolio & pipeline management practice lead, along with various P&PM practitioners. Check out the #PDPMchat transcript below and see what they had to say about PPM system deployments. We've even included links to the resources mentioned. Tweets below are in order with the earliest tweet first and latest tweet last. Click "read next page" at the bottom of the page and read through the entire transcript.

Can't get enough of our Twitter chats? Understandable. These events happen once a month with the goal of creating a dialog and connecting practitioners around portfolio management for product development. Click here and get the details about our next #PDPMchat.
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